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EFFECTS OF RETRIEVAL INSTRUCTIONS ON CHILDREN'S 

RETENTION FOR BIZARRE AND NONBIZARRE PICTURES 
blj 

Susan M. Tomalis 
(ABSTRACT) 

There is a transitional period behteen preschool and first grade during vhich 
children develop from reliance on instructions to self-sufficient, spontaneous 
ret ri eva 1. Past resea re h has revea I ed that ret ri eva I i nst ructions a re vi ta I to 
preschoolers' retention of paired-associates. Preschool and ti ndergarten 
children vere presented vith a mixed- list of 20 paired-associate pictures to 
learn. Ten of the 20 pairs depicted 2 nouns as interacting in an uncommon or 
bizarre (funnlJ) manner vith one another vhereas the other 10 pictures depicted 
component nouns as norma11 y ( nonfunni1 IJ) interacting. T1Jpe and timing of 
instructions to learn the paired-associates vere manipulated. Funnlj-group 
subjects vere provided vi th encoding instructions highlighting the si11i ness 
qua1it1J of the pictures. Nonfunnlj-group subjects vere provided vith encoding 
instructions vhich concentrated on the interactive aspects of the pictures. A 
control group vas told to remember the pictures ·rea11 IJ hard.· For the former 
tvo instructional groups, half of each group served as a control during test-time. 
These control groups vere told to trlJ rea111J hard to remember the pictures. The 
experimental halves of these groups vere given elaborative retrieval 
i nst ructions at test-ti me, de pendent upon t hei r e ncodi ng i nst ructions. Ref ere nee 
to the funn'J pictures vas provided for half the FunnlJ group vhereas reference to 
the normal interaction vas given to half the Nonfunnlj group. This studlJ revealed 
that elaborative instructions do not enhance memory for paired-associates over 
nonelaborative or control instructions. These preschoolers did not ex hi bit 
retrieval deficiencies though control retrieval instructions malJ have provided 
sufficient information to enhance memorlJ. As ve11, nonbizarre ( nonfunn1J) 
interactive pictures vere remembered better than bizarre (funn'J) interactive 
pictures. 
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Effects of Retrieval Instructions on Children's 
Retention for Bizarre and Nonbizarre Pictures 

For the past 15 ljears, research has been conducted to assess children's 
use of learning strategies to enhance memorlJ (see Kail & Hagen, 1977). 
Basicall IJ, a learning strategy enables an individual to integrate activel 1J neY 
information Yith existing tnoYledge thereblJ aiding the encoding, storage and 
eventual use of the ney material on subsequent tasks ( Ma1Jer, 1980). One 
memorlJ strateglJ studied in this paper is elaboration, Yhich Yill be defined in the 
context of paired-associate learning. Pai red-associate learning involves 
connecting tYo nouns blJ relating them in some manner. For example, tYo nouns 
mag be joined blJ a verb, as in ·bolJ bounced ball,· or the nouns malJ be depicted as 
pictoriall IJ related blJ shoYi ng a bolJ bouncing a ball. This studlJ examined the 
factors Yhich facilitate paired-associate learning. Tyo specific factors, 
bizarreness and retrieval instructions ye re examined Yith regard to hoy their 
inn uence malJ change developmentall IJ. This studlJ also explored the relative 
importance of specific determinants of paired-associate learning, particular) 1J 
the importance of elaboration at encoding. 

El a bo ration th rough i nte racti on of paired-associates, the bizarreness 
of this interaction and instructions highlighting the interaction Yere 
examined. Each deter mi na nt Yi 11 be defi ned and studies Yi 11 be revi eyed 
concerning its effects on memorlJ for paired-associates. Final11J, a studlJ Yhich 
assesses the role of bizarreness in light of elaborative retrieval instructions is 
discussed, Yith emphasis on the developmental significance of this studlJ. 



The Role of Elaboration in Memory 
Elaboration is a coding technique associated vith proficient 

paired-associate learning (see Rohver, 1973). Elaboration may be implemented 
in several modes depending on the nature of the to-be-remembered material. In 
general, elaboration refers to establishing a relationship or association betveen 
the to-be-remembered items. Many types of elaborations, be they visual or 
verbal, malJ aid retention of target items (see Paivio, 1971). for 
to- be- remembered nouns, such as a monkelJ and a chair, a pictorial elaboration 
vould involve shoving a picture of a montelJ sitting on a chair. Verbal 
elaboration vould consist of stating •the montey is sitting on the chair,· vi th no 
visual cues. 

In general, children·s abilities to generate mental images of concrete 
objects surpass their abilities to associate tvo nouns verballlJ (Bender & Levin, 
1976). Hovever, Rohver ( 1970) found that children belov the age of 4 years, 6 

months are significantllJ different than older children in retention of visualllJ 
elaborated pictures. He argued that verbal presentation facilitates recall more 
than visual presentation in this IJOunger age group, probabllJ due to the fact that 
the IJOUnger children are less likellJ to label pictures verbally than older 
children. This hypothesis, hovever, is probabl 1J incorrect (Pressley, 1977). 
Instead, vith development, children are more likely to use memorlJ strategies 
consciousllJ to learn, and are often called ·mnemonic· (Higbee, 1979; PresslelJ, 
1982). furthermore, pictures may become more meaningful in the sense that 
these pictures stand out in the subject"s memory. The quality of distinctiveness 
does plalJ a role in memorlJ. Distinctiveness is defined in terms of the entire set 
of stimuli. One item may be disti net relative to the other common items because 
it stands-out in the person·s memorlJ. A bizarre picture, (e.g., a tite 
smashed over a boy·s head) vould be distinctive, in comparison vi th normal, 
everyday pictures (e.g., a bolJ flying a tite) (McDaniel & Einstein, 1986). This, 
in turn, could cause increased memory for pictures. 

Developmental changes in the relative effectiveness of verbal and 
visual elaboration malJ be attributed to the presence of spatial interaction in 
visual elaborations. Unli te verbal elaborations, pictorial elaborations depict the 
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to-be-remembered nouns as interacting (i.e., doing something together spaha11 y 
Research has shoYn that interactive pictures are recalled better than 
noni nteractive (i.e., shoYi ng the target items side-by-side) pictures in 
paired-associate tasks (Davidson & Adams, 1970; Kee & RohYer, 1974; RohYer, 
Kee & Gug, 1975). Similarly, RohYer ( 1973) proposed that elaborative 
presentation, particularly use of interactive paired-associates. prompts the 
encoding of common referents for otherYise disparate items. Consequently, these 
referents establish a more meaningful relational encoding for the items, thereby 
increasing their availability as compared to standard presentation pairs, Yhich 
lact such meaningfulness to the subject. The research de pi ch ng the types 
of interactive elaboration, including comparisons of bizarre versus nonbizarre 
elaborations. Yi11 noy be examined. 



The I mP.ortance of Bizarreness in Elaboration: 

Initial Studies 
folloYinQ the discoverg of the importance of interaction in 

pai red-associate I ear ni ng, resea re h focused on t be effects of var yi ng types of 
i nte racti on. Si nee the age of Greek p hil oso p he rs, m ne mo ni c devices have been 
used to enhance memory. The Yord ·mnemonic· means ·aiding the memory.· 
Lorayne, a professional mnemonist, and Lucas, in their boot ·1he Memorg Boot,· 
( 1974) stressed the importance of forming bizarre pictures and associations 
Yhen memorizing lists of names, places, etc. for example, yhen forming an 
image of a plane and a tree, one should imagine •trees boarding the plane rather 
than a plane flying over a tree· ( Lorayne & Lucas, p. 10). Bizarre associations 
should enhance the meaningfulness of the to-be- remembered nouns and thereby 
improve recall relative to nonbizarre associations (BoYer, 1970). 

Hoyever, research does not support the Loragne and Lucas ( 1974) idea 
that bizarreness is a key component for memorg. Bizarreness refers to a 
stri ti ngl 1J unusual relationship betyeen the tYo to-Ile-remembered target nouns 
(Wollen, Weber & Lo'w'rlJ, 1972). Using adult subjects, Wollen, Weber and 
Lo'w'rlJ ( 1972) first studied the effects of bizarreness Yhen assessing recall 
of pictures. In the Wollen et. al. study, both the interactiveness and 
bizarreness of pictures ye re manipulated. A bizarre interactive picture included 
the tyo target nouns interacting in an unusual manner (e.g., a piano smoking a 
cigar). A bizarre, noninteractive picture depicted each noun doing something 
unusual, Yithout interacting Yi th the second noun (e.g., the cigar burning at 
both ends; the piano balanced on one leg). Interactive pictures of 
to-be- remembered associates led to higher levels of recall than standard, 
noni nteractive pictures in the Wollen study. HoYever, bizarreness of the 
pictures had no impact on recall. 

Subsequent research supported the finding that bizarre i magerg, in 
in general, is no more effective than plausible imagery (e.g., Beven & Feuer, 
1977; Nappe & Wollen, 1973; Hauck, Walsh & Kroll, 1976; Senter & Hoffman, 
1976). In some studies, subjects Ye re instructed to form their O'w'n interactive 
pictures, as bizarre and/or nonbizarre images (Collyer, Jonides & Beven, 1972; 
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Happe & Wollen# 1973). It Yas hypothesized that more ti me You Id be spent on 
the pairs if subjects generated their oYn interactive images than if they Yere 
provided Yi th experimenter-generated images. In addition# Happe and Wollen 
( 1973) hypothesized that bizarre images Yould be more efficient and be 
remembered more readi1 y than nonbizarre images due to a distinctive quality 
inherent in bizarre images. They argued that less time yould be spent 
generating bizarre images than non bizarre images si mp1 y because •tunny· 
associations should be easier to form Yi th random pairings of Yords not normally 
associated. In the Happe & Wollen study# a Yithi n-subject design Yas emplo1Jed in 
Yhich each subject Yas instructed to form 24 bizarre images and 24 common 
images for a total of 48 Yord pairs. The pairs consisted of Yords Yhich# 
according to the Experimenters' judgments, you Id be readi11J formed as either 
bizarre or common interactions. Happe and Wollen found that bizarre images did 
not facilitate recall for the paired-associates relative to the nonbizarre images 
although these images did tate significant11J longer to generate. I ntuitive1 IJ, this 
finding mates sense. It should be easier to form a common interactive image for 
related nouns, such as table and chair# than to form a bizarre interactive image 
because such nouns often are paired together in free association tests (Palermo 
and Jentins# 1964). Thus, random pairings could facilitate bizarre imagerlJ 
generation over controlled, related pairings. 

A related issue in the Happe and Wollen studlJ concerns their 
construction of Yo rd pairings. Instead of randoml 1J assigning pairs# Happe 
and Wollen SIJstematicall y matched moderate I 1J associated Yords. OIJ doing so, 
they avoided the confound that paired-associates malJ be bizarre si mp1 y as a 
function of being associated. for example, Wollen, Weber and LoYry 
( 1972) random I y paired ·yhale and cradle· as a sti mu1 us pair. Any 
combination of Yhale and cradle may appear to be bizarre in and of itself, 
Yhether interacting bizarre) y or nonbizarre1 IJ. The degree of associability of 
Yords in the first place may dictate the degree of bizarreness of Yord pairs. 
Thus# in the present study# pairs Yere matched according to controlled associative 
criteria to avoid implausible pairings. The fey studies Yhich have found 
bizarreness to be effective in paired-associate 1earni ng Yill noY be revieYed. 
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TYO of the three studies reporting a significant effect of bizarreness incorporated 
sentences as stimuli rather than interactive pictures (MerrlJ, 1978; MerrlJ & 

Graham, 1978). The third studlJ (Webber & Marshall, 1978) involved 
experimenter-generated pictorial representations. Lite the Nappe and Wollen 
( 1973) studQ, these studies predomi nant11J fo11oYed a mixed-list design in Yhich 
subjects Yere shoYn pictures of both bizarre interactive noun pain and 
nonbizarre interactive noun pairs. 

Merr11 and Graham ( 1978) asked 12-11ear-olds to recall nouns 
presented in 6 bizarre, 6 normal and 6 abstract sentences; each sentence Yes 
rated blJ both the experimenter and subject as belonging to the appropriate 
categorlJ. For example, a bizarre sentence Yould be ·The man pecked the 
Yo rm.· BIJ replacing the subject of the sentence Yith a neY noun, the normal 
sentence ·rhe hen pecked the Yorm· Yes formed. Abstract sentences contained tYo 
abstract nouns in a nonbizarre relationship as in ·rhe idea changed the rule.· 
With this mixed-list design, 12-ljear-olds reca11ed yords from sentences thelJ 
had rated as producing bizarre images more often than thelJ recalled the same 
Yords incorporated in sentences rated as normal. In addition, the value of 
bizarreness yes noted in both immediate and unexpected dela1Jed reca11. 

MerrlJ ( 1980) replicated the MerrlJ and Graham ( 1978) studlJ 
using adult subjects because most of the research to date has anal 11zed adults 
rather than children. Each subject rated the 18 sentences for bizarreness, as 
before, and Yes tested for immediate and dela11ed recall. Subjects Yere 
instructed to form images for each sentence and did not expect to be tested on the 
nouns. Because bizarre sentences Yere remembered better than nonbizarre and 
abstract sentences, and subjects believed that image-formation Yes the task and 
not recall, MerrlJ inferred that subjects ye re forming images as instructed. 
MerrlJ found that recall of the nouns in bizarre sentences Yas 49S better 
than memorg for those same nouns in ordi narlJ sentences on the immediate recall 
test, and 144S better on the unexpected dela11ed test. He explained the 
bizarreness advantage in terms of individual differences in motivation Yhen 
forming images for bizarre sentences and in terms of interference factors. Boyer 
( 1970) argued that facilitation of memorlJ based on bizarre images yes due to 
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i nc reased a ro usa 1 and i nte rest i n nove 1 associations. Aro usa 1 i nc reases the 
abilihJ to encode the paired-associates. Ho'tf'ever, at retrieval ti me, the arousal 
is absent, and some undefined mechanism allo'tf's the target noun to be remembere 
( Bo'tf'er, 1970). Merrlj ( 1980) found support for this h1Jpothesis, adding that 
subjects seemed to be amused more often bu bizarre sentences than blJ ordi narlj 
ones. He also argued that 'tf'hen bizarre images are retrieved, less information 
interferes 'tf'ith the remembered items than 'tf'hen nonbizarre images are 
retrieved. That is, common images in memorlj interfere 'tf'ith one another but 
bizarre images are distinctive and therefore less liteltJ to suffer from 
i nte rf ere nee. 

Webber and Marshall ( 1978) also used a 'tf'ithi n-list design, 'tf'hich 
featured pictorial interacting nouns 'tf'ith no verbal elaboration. While stud1Jing 
adults. thelJ found that bizarre imagerlj facilitated recall under the 
prescribed conditions of intentional learning and dela1Jed recall. Subjects 'tf'ere 
told to perform one of three orienting tests 'tf'hile vie'tf'i ng the interacting pairs. 
The shallo'tf'est level of processing involved as ting the subjects to 'tf'rite do'tf'n the 
first initial of each noun depicted in the pictures or to note the geometric shape 
of the nouns. A functional condition in 'tf'hich subjects indicated if the interaction 
'tf'IS plausible or implausible represented a deeper level of processing. Fi nall IJ, 
the deepest level of processing involved the intentional learning condition in 
'tf'hich subjects 'tf'ere instructed to 'tf'rite do'tf'n the first letter of each noun as 'tf'ell 
as 'tf'rite the association of the nouns for later recall, as depicted in the 
interactive picture. In addition, these latter subjects anticipated a recall 
tast. 

Bizarreness of stimuli facilitated recall for the intentional learning 
group but onl 1J for de1a1Jed (one 'tf'eet) testing. Apparentl IJ, subjects 'tf'ho 'tf'ere 
a'tf'are that thelJ 'tf'ould be tested for recall of paired-associates used bizarreness 
to facilitate recall. Persons una'tf'are of testing circumstances did not perform 
anq differentl 1J in remembering bizarre and non bizarre images. Bizarreness did 
not facilitate memorg for ang of the groups in immediate recall. In fact, the 
intentional group's performance on bizarre pictures 'tf'as slightl 1J Jo'tf'er in 
immediate recall than that of the i ncidenta1 functional group. This finding 
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parallels findings in other immediate versus dela1Jed testing paradigms in that the 
effect of bizarreness YH observed onl 1J in dela1Jed recall conditions (Andreoff & 

Yarme'J. 1976; O'Brien & Wolford. 1982). These other paradiQms Yill be 
revieYed beloY. Based on the Webber and Marshall ( 1978) and McDaniel and 
Einstein ( 1986) studies. one ma'J infer the importance of certain determining 
factors Yith regard to the effects of bizarreness on recall. These factors included 
use of mixed-list designs. dela1Jed testing conditions. and intentional learning 
instructions. In the next section. these determining factors Yill be discussed in 
further detail. 



The I mP.ortance of Bizarreness: Deter mining Factors 
Considering the large number of studies refuting the facilitative effect 

of bizarreness on recall, the above three studies (i.e., Merry, 1980; Merry & 

Graham, 1978; Webber & Marshall, 1978) should be reassessed in order to 
determine the conditions in Yhich bizarreness facilitates recall. If these 
conditions are outlined, then the conflicting literature may mate more sense Yith 
regard to the controversy over the bizarreness issue. As noted, the mixed-list 
design may be considered a viable parameter to facilitate recall. In past 
research, mixed list designs employ both bizarre interactive paired-associates 
and non bizarre interactive paired-associates per subject (Webber & Marshall, 
1978). Other parameters to be discussed Yill include the importance of free 
versus cued recall, the effect of immediate versus delayed testing and, finally, 
the importance of instructions presented during the tast. Instructions Yill be 
revi eYed Yit h regard to t hei r type and ti mi ng. 

To begin Yith, Wollen and Cox ( 1981) attempted to replicate the Merry 
studies, using a mixed-list design and testing cued- versus free- recall for 
bizarre, nonbizarre and abstract sentences. Using the same 18 sentences 
introduced by Merry and Graham ( 1978), Wollen and Cox ( 1981, Ex pt. 1) found 
that nouns in bizarre sentences ye re remembered more readily than nouns in 
nonbizarre or abstract sentences in a free- recall tast. With cued- recall 
testing (i.e., Yhen one noun Yas given and the subject Yas instructed to 
indicate the matching noun), the nouns in the nonbizarre sentences Yere 
remembered more often than the nouns in the bizarre sentences. HoYever, Wollen 
and Cox reasoned that subjects Yould be more li tel 1J to pair tyo nouns together 
that normally go together than to associate freely Yords not normally related to 
one another. That is, they Yould be more likely to pair the Yord ·fish· Yith 
·pond· than Yi th •telephone,· biasing results in favor of memory for the 
non bizarre sentences Yhen guessing occurred. Although it is important to note 
that the factor of mixed-list designs is important in paired-associate learning, 
no studies comparing strictly mixed-list versus homogeneous-list designs have 
been conducted. 

Similarly, the procedure of sYitchi ng the sentence subjects to form the 
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bizarre sentences in the MernJ and Graham ( 1978) study may have also 
introduced a ·bizarre inter-sentence· cue bias. That is. Yhen one sentence 
subject is reca11ed during free reca11, it provides a cue for the second sentence 
subject. for example, if a subject reca11ed the bizarre sentence ·The hen smoked 
the cigar,· the Yord ·hen· could verQ Ye11 be associated Yith the ·pecked the 
Yo rm· Yhereas a ·man· could be associated Yi th ·smoked a cigar.· Thus, 
remembering one bizarre sentence via free reca11 cues the second bizarre 
sentence. Therefore. the second sentence ·The man pecked the Yorm· could be 
reca11ed as an artifact of inter-sentence cuing in free reca11. A betYeen groups 
design You Id eliminate this i ntersentence cue bias (Wo11en & Cox, 1981). 

Wollen and Cox, in a second experiment, contro11ed for both of the 
above cuing factors bQ comparing inter-sentence cuing Yith the absence of such 
cuing. In this second experiment, a 2 x 2 betYeen-group factorial Yas employed, 
Yith one factor being inter-sentence cuing (i.e., present or absent) and the 
second factor being type of sentence (i.e., bizarre versus nonbizarre). Even Yith 
these controls, the nouns of the bizarre sentences Yith cued reca11 Yere not 
remembered more often than the nouns of the nonbizarre sentences. Despite the 
lack of the bizarreness effect, tYo conclusions can be draYn from the Wo11en and 
Cox study. first, nouns that are highly associated should not be paired in test 
sentences to avoid g uessi ng of the pro bed-target noun. Second, bet Yee n -group 
designs should be used so that subjects do not study the same noun in more than 
one sentence or pictorial stimulus. 

Having revieYed the importance of the cued- versus free- reca11 
parameter, the determining factor of test timing Yi11 noY be discussed. In 
general, it has been found that bizarreness facilitates reca11 in delaQed testing 
situations Yhen compared Yi th immediate testing. 

Several studies support a positive effect of bizarreness on delayed 
memory for noun pairs ( f urst, 1957). These studies Ye re a11 conducted Yi th 
co11ege students. As mentioned earlier, Webber and Marshan ( 1978) found 
such an effect Yhen testing reca11 of pictorial paired-associates after a seven-day 
delay period. Similarly, Delin ( 1968) reported that improvement in reca11 
persisted for a 15-Yeet period for subjects Yho formed bizarre Ii nlcs for nouns 
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as compared to subjects Yho formed more common lints for the same nouns. 
The effect of bizarreness Yas found for dela11ed testing but not for immediate 
testing. Li keYise, O'Brien and Wolford ( 1982) found similar results in that 
bizarre i magerlJ facilitated recall over ti me. HoYever, O'Brien and Wolford found 
floor effects for both the nonbizarre-control group and the bizarre-experimental 
Cjroup after a seven-dalJ delalJ. When thelJ traced the deterioration in recall over 
the seven dags, thelJ found an interaction betYeen delalJ of test and t11pe of image 
( Yith bizarre images more distinctive and therefore remembered better than 
nonbizarre ones). Specificall IJ, t11pe of i magerlJ Yas found not to have a 
significant effect on the immediate recall test on DalJ 1 or DalJ 3, but on DalJS 5 
and 7 the recall for bizarre images Yas increased significantl 1J over recall of 
nonbizarre images. Bizarreness over nonbizarreness should enhance retention 
after delalJ because nonbizarre images yould fit into subjects' schemes of 
al read11-encoded material. Bizarre images Yould not easil 1J fit in Yi th subjects' 
common image mind sets. Rather, these images should stand out and be retrieved 
mo re readi l IJ. 

A studlJ blJ Andreoff and YarmelJ ( 1976) demonstrated an effect of 
bizarreness in a cued- recall task for both immediate and dela1Jed (i.e., 24 
hours) testing. lite the Merrlj studies, a mixed-list design Yas implemented. 
Hoy ever, subjects Ye re i nst r ucted to gene rate t hei r oy n i mages i n the And reoff 
and YarmelJ studlJ. When tested, those Yords for Yhich bizarre images Yere 
recalled Yere remembered significantllJ more often than Yords formed as common 
images. One might argue, hoYever, that such a positive effect yas an artifact due 
to the random pairings of the nouns. Thus the conclusion that bizarr-e images ar-e 
easier to r-ecall than plausible images must be consider-ed tentative. 

Despite much research, the cont nve rs IJ r-egardi ng the dete,. mining 
factors for the effectiveness of bizarreness in pai r-ed-associate learning remains. 
for instance, in dealing Yith cued- versus free- recall, Wollen and Cox ( 1981) 
is the onllJ studlJ Yhich militates against the use of cued recall in stud11ing 
bizarreness effects. I n most cases, cued recall has not been co nsi de red 
detrimental in pair-ed-associate learning unless the pairings Yere overllJ obvious 
(Andreoff & YarmelJ, 1976; Nappe & Wollen, 1973). Si milarl IJ, it is important 
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to control pairings of the 2 associates to eliminate unyanted elemenb of 
bizarreness inherent in pairing Joy associates (such as Yhale and cradle as Yell 
as to eliminate highl Q-associated pain (i.e .• table and chair). Recall for bizarre 
i magertJ. too. is enhanced more bg delaged testing than bfJ immediate testing 
(Andreoff & Yarmeg. 1976; O'Brien & Wolford. 1982). Fi nall tJ. bizarreness has 
been effective Yhen emploging a mixed-list design (i.e .• using both bizarre and 
nonbizerre pictures) rather than a betyeen-list design (i.e .• using onltJ all 
bizarre or all nonbizarre pictures per subject). One final parameter of 
particular importance. though often neglected in the literature, is the ttJpe of 
instruction the subject receives. The next section Yill emphasize the importance 
of instructions Yi th regard to their ttJpe and timing in paired-associate tasks. 



The lmP.act of Instructions On the Bizarreness Effect 
Often i n the 1i te rat u re dea li ng Yit h the effects of bizarreness, the pote nti a 1 

importance of elaboration instructions is ignored. In fact, memor'J studies are 
often conducted and cited in journals yith no reference to the t'Jpes of instruction 
implemented. In contrast, studies aimed at teaching subjects specific mnemonic 
strategies, such as the ke 'JYO rd met hod and the met hod of 1 oci , have i nc 1 uded 
detailed reports of the instructions emplo-..ed ( Pressle'J & Dennis-Rounds, 
1980). Research conducted on the effects of instructions on learning and 
retention of verbal material is 1i mited . In general, Yhen learning strategies are 
taught, the'J have proven to be effective ( Pressle'J & Dennis-Rounds, 1980). 

Instructions should greatl 'J facilitate children's recall performance for 
tYo reasons. First, elaboration, in the form of pictorial or verbal interactions, 
has been found to increase children's performance of memor'J tasks over standard 
presentation of paired-associates (Emmerich & Ackerman, 1979; Kett & 
Nahljama, 1982). An1J form of elaboration in conj unction Yith pictorial 
elaboration, then, should continue to facilitate recall because instructions should 
highlight the elaboration. Second, retrieval instructions should remind (or 
prompt) children Yho do not normalllJ associate the strateglJ Yith Yhich thelJ 
learn the noun pairs to their performance ( PresslelJ & Macfadljen, 1983). 
Therefore, children ma 1J not t hi n t to retai n a m ne mo ni c st rateg 1J bet Yee n 
encoding and recall phases Yithout instructions to do so. Such children are 
said to have production deficiencies (Flavell, 1977). In the folloYing 
paragraphs, t1Jpe of instructional prompts for children as Yell as timing of 
instructions Yill be examined. Then, the developmental implications of this stud'J 
Yill be revieYed. 

T1Jpical instructions depend on Yhether target stimuli are pictures or 
Yords. If pictorial elaborates are shoYn, then simple instructions to •tr'J hard to 
remember the items in the picture· are t1Jpical11J used (e.g., Andreoff & 

Yarme'J, 1976; Emmerich & Ackerman, 1979). When Yords are presented, 
the subjects are usuall IJ instructed to generate their oYn interactive images. 
Then, instructions incorporated here Yould be: ·construct a picture b'J 
imagining the tYo nouns doing something together· (e.g., Higbee & Millard, 1981; 
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MerrlJ, 1980). Testing generalllJ consists of a cued-recall task in Yhich one 
noun is stated and the subject must recall the target paired-associate. Both of the 
above encoding instructions are not elaborative. Subjects si mpl 1J told to 
remember a bizarre (funn1J) picture malJ not understand the mnemonic advantages 
of remembering pictures in a bizarre (funnlJ) context. If IJOung children 
perform better on a recall test Yhen thelJ knoY thelJ Yill be tested after the 
encoding period than Yhen the test is unexpected (Andreoff & YarmelJ, 1976). 
then perhaps thelJ should also be informed about the benefits of particular 
picture t1Jpes. Paris, Neyman & McVelJ ( 1985) have shoYn that demonstrating 
the utilitlJ of memorlJ strategies enhances strateglJ use and generalization in 
goung children. Therefore, elaborative instructions should prove to be 
beneficial to learning relative to simple instructions such as •trg realllJ hard to 
remember.· 

Whereas the content of instructions to elaborate noun-pairs is 
obviousllJ important, the timing of these instructions malj be even more 
important. In most previous associative learning studies. elaboration 
instructions have been administered onllJ during the encoding phase and no 
instructions or reminders have been given during the retrieval period to 
reinforce use of the assigned mnemonic strategies (PresslelJ & Levin, 1980; 
Wolff & Levin, 1972). Referring back to their Levin and PresslelJ ( 1978) 
studlJ, PresslelJ and Levin ( 1980) noted that imagerlJ facilitation occurred Yhen 
image- retrieval instructions Ye re incorporated in the studies (Levin & PresslelJ, 
1978; PresslelJ & Levin, 1980). In these studies, subjects Yere reminded 
to •think back to the picture made (or vieYed of the first paired-associate 
doing something.· This cue enabled retrieval of ani nteractive picture as 
compared to control groups not reminded of the interactive images formed (or 
vieYed) during encoding and told onl 1J to •trlJ hard to remember Yhat Yent Yith 
the fi rst paired-associate.· 

The Levin and PresslelJ ( 1978) studlJ also indicated that 
imagerlj-generation competence develops as a function of age, rather than 
education. ThelJ studied separate samples of 5-ljear-olds at either the beginning 
or the end of the kindergarten school ljear and compared abi1it1J to generate 
paired-associates across the samples. The experimental groups outperformed the 
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control groups during both fall and Spring testing. Levin and PresslelJ found that 
age predicted paired-associate learning in the experimental condition but not in 
the control condition and that school experience did not affect performance in 
either condition. 

The Levin and Press leg ( 1978) results Ye re obtained Yith 4- to 6-
gear-olds. PresslelJ and Levin ( 1980) extended their experimental design to 
include older groups of children and found developmental differences in the 
importance of retrieval instructions. First- and sixth- graders Yere asted to 
generate their oYn images and recall the matched pairs Yhen cued Yith 
i nst ructions. Ret ri eva 1 i nst ructions Ye re found to be vita 1 for fi rst- CJ rade rs but 
not for sixth- graders. ApparentllJ, blJ the time children are in the sixth grade, 
theg no longer need retrieval instructions to improve their memorlJ and remind 
them of the learning strategies incorporated at encoding. For the first graders, 
hoYever, the i magerlJ instructions Ye re effective onl g if the elaborated, i magerlJ 
instructions Yere repeated at retrieval. 

Pressleg and Macfad1Jen ( 1983) found that goung children require 
retrieval prompts even Yhen elaborative, interactive pictures are presented. 
Preschool and kindergarten children Yere divided into three groups: 1) A 
Mnemonic + Retrieval ( M+ R) group in Yhich children Ye re given instructions 
referring to the interactive pictures both during encoding and retrieval phases of 
the studg (•Think back to the 'picture' of the (paired-associate) doing 
so met hi ng·), 2) A Mnemonic ( M) group Yhich received instructions referring 
to the interactive pictures sol el 1J during the encoding period (during retrieval 
theg Ye re given control instructions to •trg reall g hard to remember the 
'yo rd' that Yent Yith (paired-associate)•), and 3) A Control (C) group Yhich 
Yas s hoy n standard, no ni nte racti ve pictures of pai red-associates and 
instructed at retrieval to•trlJ reallg hard to remember the 'yord' that Yent Yith 
(paired-associate).· 

Pressleg and Macfad1.1en ( 1983) tried to determine the age at Yhich 
retrieval cues are most important Yhen providing interactive pictures. 

Kindergartners in this studg Yere found to recall the noun-pairs better than the 
kindergartners in the Pressleg and Levin ( 1980) studg because pictures Yere 
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sho'a'n rather than generated blJ the subjects. In addition, those ti ndergartners 
Yho ye re presented Yith the mnemonic instructions during encoding performed 
equall IJ Yell Yhether or not the retrieval instructions Ye re also presented. 
HoYever, preschool children in the M+ R group performed significantl 1J better 
than preschoolers given the mnemonic instructions sol el g at encoding. All 
subjects in the M+ R groups performed significantl 1J better than control 
subjects, Yho Ye re presented Yith noni nteractive, standard pictures and si mpl 1J 

instructed to •trlJ hard to remember the •yords·· and not the pictures. 
When comparing the M and C groups, PresslelJ and Macfadljen 

found that the M group ti ndergartners performed significantl 1J better than the 
control group. Thus, the importance of encoding instructions as Yell as 
interactive pictures is evident for this age group. Preschool children did not 
benefit from the mnemonic instructions given sol el 1J at encoding. PresslelJ and 
Macfadljen ( 1983) did not emplolJ an interactive picture group implementing 
control instructions. Perhaps such a group Yould have led to further evidence 
regarding the importance of both instructions and elaboration. If learning 
strategies are most important for ti ndergartners in recalling paired-associates, 
then this ·interactive· control group Yould not be expected to perform 
significantllJ better than the comparable preschool control group. HoYever, if 
age is an important factor in development of i magerlj generation competence, as 
sho'a'n blJ Levin and PresslelJ ( 1978), then performance should varlJ betYeen the 
tYo i nte racti ve cont ro 1 groups, Yit h ti nde rga rt ne rs recall i ng mo re than 
preschoolers. This idea lends support to a Piagetian frameyort of cognitive 
development in Yhich age is one index of the stage of intellectual development and 
abilities (Piaget, 1968). 

The PresslelJ and Macf adljen ( 1983) studlJ indicates that retrieval 
instructions substantiall IJ aid recall for preschoolers as compared to 
tindergartners Yhen interactive pictures are presented. The older children could 
remember the paired-associates from storage to retrieval solellJ on the basis of 
encoding instructions, provided that pictorial elaboration Yas included. Thus, 
developmental shifts do occur in the influence of testing cues on memorlJ 
performance. As children develop, theig are less 1i tel 1!J to need the instructional 
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prompts at testing time for elaborated pictures. These results malJ not be 
extended to situations in vhich children generate their ovn interactive images. 
Developmental shifts do occur in such situations but at an older age level. At this 
point, the PresslelJ and Levin ( 1980) studlJ is the onl 1J studlJ vhich concentrates 
on the influence of retrieval cues on children's memorlj for self-generated 
interactive images. The rationale for the current studlJ is based on the 
PresslelJ and Macfadljen ( 1983) studlJ of experimenter-provided images and vill 
be discussed be 1 ov. 



Rationale for the Current Study 
When children have the abilities and strategies to learn but do not 

spontaneously implement these strategies, they are said to have production 
deficiencies (Flavell. 1977). Children in preschool generally must be instructed 
as to the best Yay to perform a task. they do not spontaneously use the strategies 
or cues available to them. As children develop. they begin to use strategies 
spontaneous I y. Pressley and Mac fad yen ( 1983) studied this transitional period 
from production deficiency to spontaneous use of strategies. In the current study, 
this transitional period of development Yas also studied. Hoyever, the 
importance of the types of specific instructional prompting and not just 
instructional prompting P.er se Yas assessed in the current study. Children 
learned paired-associates depicted in either bizarre (funny) or nonbizarre 
(nonfunny) manners under instructions that did or did not highlight picture type. 

Kindergarten and preschool children Ye re studied to determine Yhether 
specific retrieval instructions enhance or deter memory for paired-associates. A 
mixed-list design (Yithin subjects) Yas incorporated. Each subject say both 
bizarre (funny) and nonbizarre ( nonfunny) pictures. Previous studies have 
shoYn that enhanced learning occurs Yith a mixed-list design for the 
paired-associates rather than a betYeen-list design ( Yith one type of list versus 
another ttJpe of sentence)( Merry & Graham. 1978; Webber & Marshall, 1978). 
Instructions varied in both timing and type. Comparisons Yere made betYeen 
groups Yhich simply Ye re given encoding instructions and groups given both 
encoding and retrieval instructions. Each subject Yas referred baclc to the 
'pictures' they vieYed rather than baclc to the Yords Yhich they had heard 
together. Thus. this study folloYed the Pressley and Macfadyen ( 1983) design in 
that the same age groups Ye re studied and similar instructions Ye re incorporated. 
Reference to pictures and not to Yords. hoYever. Yas a lcey difference betYeen the 
present study and the Pressley and Macfadyen ( 1983) study. 

The present study attempted to ansYer the folloYi ng specific questions 
concerning the role of type of pictures and type of instructions on cued recall: 1) 
Yhether adding retrieval instructions to encoding instructions; 2) Yhether 
encoding instructions are important relative to no instructions); 3) Yhether the 
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type of interactive picture has any effect on learning ... ithout encoding and/or 
retrieval instructions and 4) ... hether there is a developmental shift in cued 
recall bet ... een preschoolers and ti ndergartners in their memorlJ for 
pai red-nsociates as a function of either encoding or retrieval instructions. 

Subjects ... ere sho ... n a series of 20 interactive pictures and instructed 
to remember that the ·t ... o things in the picture belonged in the same picture.· A 
mixed-list design ._.as used ... uh 10 bizarre-interactive pictures and 10 
nonbizarre-interactive pictures. As each picture ... as sho ... n, subjects ._.ere 
instructed to repeat the identif1Jing labels given to them blJ the Experimenter 
because verbal labels facilitate children's memorlJ. For example, 5- and 6-
year-olds studied by Wilgosh ( 1975) and Nelson and KossllJn ( 1976) recognized 
more paired-associates ... hen they verballlJ labeled the nouns than ... hen no labels 
... ere generated. With development, the importance of verbal labeling of pictures 
declines. Horo ... itz, Lampel and Tatanishi ( 1969) found that labeling facilitated 
children's memorlJ in free- recall testing up to the age of ten. Around the age of 
ten, ho ... ever, verbal labels do not continue to facilitate memorlJ over a 
no-label control (Davies 1 Mil nee & Glennie, 1973). This is probabl 1J due to 
the fact that children around the age of 1 O spontaneousl 1J rehearse and implement 
learning strategies that increase attention to ... ards the stimulus pairs (Kail, 
1979). 

In this studlJ, bizarre (funnlj) interactive and nonbizarre (nonfunnlj) 
interactive pictures ._.ere compared across three instructional groups. The 2 
mnemonic-funnlJ ( F) groups ... ere instructed during encoding to ·remember the 
( pai red- associate • 1 ) and ( pai red-associate • 2) doi ng so met hi ng fun n 1J 
together.· One of these F groups received retrieval instructions (i.e., Think back 
to the picture IJOU sa... of the (paired-associate •1) doing something 
funnlJ ... ·, the second f group (control) ... as told at retrieval to •trlJ reall IJ hard 
to remember ... hat ... ent ._.ith (paired-associate • 1) • (Groups 1 and 2, 
respectivel IJ, see Table 1). The 2 mnemonic- nonfunnlJ (NF) groups ... ere 
instructed during encoding to ·Remember the (paired-associate • 1) and the 
(paired-associate 6 2) doing something together.· The first NF group ._.as given 
these elaborated instructions during retrieval (i.e., ·Think baclc to the picture 
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go u say of the ( pai red-associate # 1) doi ng so met hi ng ... ·, Y he re as the cont ro 1 
retrieval instructions for the second NF group vere ·Trg reall g hard to 
remember vhat vent vith (paired-associate 6 1) ... • (Groups 3 and 4, 
respectivelg, see Table 1 ). The Control (C) group (Group 5, see Table 1) vas 
told during both encoding and retrieval to ·Trg reallg hard to remember the 
(paired-associate 6 1) and the (paired-associate 6 2). • The instructions vere 
provided at encoding and retrieval for both preschoolers and ti ndergartners to 
eliminate potential developmental differences in recall due to differences in the 
need for retrieval prompts (Press leg & Macfadgen, 1983). If recall for 
paired-associates is facilitated vhen implementing retrieval prompts over 
control instructions, then the findings vould parallel the Pressleg and Macfadgen 
( 1983) data. Thus, the importance of the timing of instructional prompts vould 
be evident. 

In addition to confirming the importance of retrieval prompts, the 
current study tested the h1Jpothesis that the greater the explicitness of 
instructions, the greater the facilitation for recall of noun-pairs. This 
hgpothesis YH based on the findings that elaboration in many forms (e.g., 
interaction, bizarreness, instruction) enhances recall (Kee & Rohver, 1974). 
Rohver ( 1970) stated that ·meaningfulness· of the paired-associates increases 
due to elaboration. If retrieval instructions increase meaningfulness of the 
paired-associates (e.g., by describing that the interaction is funn1J), then 
recall should increase for the experimental groups relative to control groups. 
From this argument, one malJ predict that the groups given elaborated 
instructions, vhether timed at encoding or encoding plus retrieval, vill perform 
better than the control groups vho received no elaborated instructions. 

If one vere to disregard developmental trends, one vould predict that 
the elaborated instructions for both grades vould enhance recall, despite the 
timing of the instructions. This prediction vould support the idea that the better 
the elaboration, the more memory is facilitated. Comparisons then vould shov 
that the funny instructions groups vould recall more bizarre (funny) pictures 
than vould the nonfunny instructional groups, vho, in turn, vould recall more 
than the control groups. Hovever, developmental trends do occur vithin these age 
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Table 1 

Each Group and its Respective Encoding and Retrieval 

Instructions 

Group Encoding Retrieval 
Instruction Instruction 

1 F unnlJ Retrieval The best YalJ to remember SAME 
(f-R) the __ and the __ is 

to remember that thelJ are 
doing so met hi ng funnlJ 
together. 

2 FunnlJ Control The best YalJ to remember TrlJ reall IJ hard to 
(f-C) the __ and the __ is remember 

to remember that thelJ are 
doing so met hi ng funnlJ 
together. 

3 NonfunnCJ Retrieval The best YalJ to remember SAME 
(Nf-R) the __ and the __ is 

to remember that thelJ are 
doi ng so met hi ng together. 

4 Nonfunn1.1 Control The best YalJ to remember TrlJ realllJ hard to 
(Nf-C) the __ and the __ is remember 

to remember that thelJ are 
doi ng so met hi ng tog ether. 

5 Control The best YalJ to remember SAME 
(C) the __ and the __ is 

to trlj reall g hard to 
remember them. 
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groups 1 and therefore, the predictions must be reevaluated. 
With regard to developmental trends, goung preschoolers relg on 

retrieval prompts to aid recall. Without such prompts, recall for a group given 
encoding instructions onllJ resembles that of a control group (PresslelJ & 

Macfadljen, 1983). HoYever, tindergartners in the experimental groups 
should perform better than controls, regardless of Yhether or not retrieval 
instructions Yere given. With retrieval instructions, the F and NF groups should 
perform better than the control groups in both age groups. 

Explicitness of instructions should be most important for 
ti ndergartners because ti ndergartners are more attuned to the importance of 
instructions than preschoolers. That is, if funnlJ (F groups) instructions Yere 
given, funnlJ pictures Yould be remembered better than the nonfunnlj pictures 
in this mixed-list design. SimilarllJ, nonbizarre pictures should be remembered 
better Yith nonfunnlj encoding instructions than Yith funnlj instructions because 
the picture-tgpe and instructional-t1Jpe Yere compatible. Preschoolers Yere not 
h1Jpothesized to benefit from t1Jpes of encoding instructions si mpl 1J because thelJ 
have production deficiencies and do not remember encoding instructions at 
retrieval. Thus, Yhen learning the paired-associates, these children probablg 
Yould not realize that the t1Jpes of encoding instructions are relevant. 

With the above predictions in mind, several issues Yhich malJ have 
affected the current stud1J Yill be discussed. First, the issue of attention and 
motivation Yill be revieYed. Second, the rationale for beginning this studlJ Yith 
ti ndergartners Yi 11 be presented and, fi nall IJ, justification for the stimulus 
materials Yill be given. 

In the current study, it Yas important to avoid differences betYeen the 
tYo grades as a result of lack of attention in gounger children. To insure that the 
subjects Ye re atte ndi ng to both nouns of the pai red-associate, rather than the 
more salient noun, the subject repeated the Experimenter·s identifications of the 
nouns. In addition, to insure that the subjects Yere listening to the instructions 
during encoding and retrieval 1 the subject Yas asked to repeat the instructions 
prior to encoding and after testing for memorlJ of the paired-associates. Further 1 

subjects Ye re given the instructions after everg three paired-associates ye re 
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vieYed. 
No noni nteractive pictures ye re incorporated si mpl 1J because 

noni nteractive pictures have been found to be less effective in facilitating 
me mo r g for pai red-associates than i nte racti ve pictures (Senter & Hoffman, 
1976; Wollen, Weber & LoYry, 1972). The importance of this study Yas to 
assess the value of verging instructions on memory for bizarre (funn1J) and 
nonbizarre (nonfunng) interactive pictures. Therefore, should the effect of 
instructions be more important than the effect of picture t1.1pe, then 
noni nteractive pictures (both bizarre (funnlJ) and non bizarre ( nonfunny)) Yill 
be studied in a continuation studlJ. At this point, PresslelJ and MacfadlJen ( 1983) 
sufficientl g demonstrated that retrieval instructions do not enhance memorlJ for 
separate, noninteracting pictures. 

When bizarreness has been found to be important in a mixed- list 
design, free- recall testing and unexpected-dela1Jed testing seem to be 
important contributing factors. This studlJ onllJ incorporated the mixed-list 
design. HoYever. it Yas predicted that bizarre (funn1J) pictures Yould be 
remembered better than nonbizarre ( nonfunnlJ) pictures Yhen the funnlJ 
instructions Ye re implemented. Without such instructions, nonbizarre 
(nonfunnlJ) pictures Yould be remembered better than bizarre (funng) pictures 
because thelJ are congruent Yith existing ideas about the Yorld. Bizarre (funnlJ) 
pictures require subjects not given funnlJ instructions to reorganize their 
existing ideas about normal occurrences in life. 

Previous studies (Ceci & HoYe, 1978; Ritter, 1978) have shoYn that 
preschoolers rel 1J on cues in emplo1Ji ng memorlJ strategies and tend not to 
incorporate memorlJ devices spontaneousllJ. The preschoolers in this studlJ 
should act similarlg to the preschoolers in the PresslelJ and Macfadljen ( 1983) 
studlJ. Therefore, there should be a developmental shift betYeen ti ndergartners 
and preschoolers Yith regard to recall betYeen instructional- and 
noninstructional- cued recall. The preschoolers should improve much more 
significantllJ Yhen given retrieval instructions about the picture elaboration 
shoYn to them than Yhen given control retrieval instructions. This finding Yould 
support RohYer's ( 1973) claim that IJOUnger children need added prompts to 
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studies incorporate encoding instructions Yith little or no regard to retrieval 
iHtructions. This studq assessed the varqing aspects of tqpes of retrieval 
enhance their memorq. Pressleq and Macfadqen ( 1983) supported the 
importance of retrieval cues in addition to detailed encoding instructions. Most 
cues and attempted to ansYer Yhether more explicit retrieval cues enhance 
memorlJ relative to simpler. less detailed instructional cues. Such an assessment 
Yould have valuable implications regarding earl 'J childhood education. 



Method 
Subjects 

One-hundred-tventg children participated in the main studg. Children 
attended the preschool and kindergarten grades of Roanoke Valleg Christian 
Elementarg School and Church Court Dag School. Both schools vere located in 
Roanote .. Virginia. Preschoolers ranged in age from 3 gears., 2 months to 4 
gears .. 11 months (mean age= 4 gears .. 3 months). Kindergartners ranged in age 
from 5 gears .. 0 months to 6 gears .. 9 months (mean age = 5 gears .. 6 months). 
Children vere assigned randoml g to one of the 5 experimental conditions and sex 
and age vere counterbalanced across conditions. 

AA additional tventg children Yere solicited to serve as a pilot group in 
categorizing the materials as either bizarre or nonbizarre. Ten four-gear-olds 
(5 males and 5 females) and ten 5-gear-olds (5 males and 5 females) 
participated in the pilot studg. Of these tventg pilot children .. 14 attended either 
of the tvo main-studg schools mentioned above .. vhereas 2 children vere students 
at DagSpri ng Christian Learning Center.. Blacksburg .. Virginia .. and 4 children 
vere students at the Montessori School of Blacksburg .. Virginia. Appendix 1 lists 
the pilot studg paired-associates. 
Materials 

Eich child vas presented vith a list of tventg 
paired-associates. Pai red-associate nouns vere chosen from Thorndi te and 
Lorge's ( 1944) Ye rd frequencg index for first graders through college students. 
To insure that the preschool and ti ndergarten subjects in this studg understood 
the first grade vords found in Thorndike and Lorge ( 1944) .. vords chosen vere 
compared to vords used in preschool and kindergarten reading primers. Words 
not found in such primers vere eliminated from the sample list of stimulus 
vords. Using the Palermo & Jenkins ( 1964) vord association norms .. nouns 
vere SQstematicall g matched rather than randoml g paired so that onl v moderatel v 
associated Yords vere paired. No high- or lov- associates vere included. This 
structured pairing avoided added uniqueness or bizarreness to pairs that are 
not hiQhlg associated (e.g ... Yhale and cradle) and controlled for bias caused bg 
guessing tvo highl g-associated vords (e.g... table and chair). The 
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paired-associates vere dravn on s· x a· index cards as bl act 1i ne dravi ngs, 
similar to coloring-boot pictures. Each noun vas used onllJ once. Appendix II 
includes the list of paired-associates used in this studlJ.f or each pair, tvo 
tgpes of interacting pictures vere dravn. for the purposes of this studg, 

·interaction· vas represented blJ depicting the tvo nouns doing so met hi ng 
together. One of the interacting picture pairs vas depicted as a funnlJ or 
illogical interaction vhereas the other picture pair indicated a normal or 
plausible interaction. for example, for the pair ·bolJ/kite•, the bizarre 
interaction shoyed the bOIJ Yith a kite smashed over his head, Yhereas the 
nonbizarre picture shoved the bOIJ f11Jing a kite {see figure 1 ). Each subject sav 
10 bizarre pictures and 10 nonbizarre pictures for 1 S seconds per picture. Tvo 
groups of pictures Ye re emplo1Jed vith each picture random I 1J assigned to either 
of the tvo groups. 

A pilot stud 1J vas conducted to defi ne ope ratio na 11 IJ ·bizarre· and to 
veriflJ that the pictures used in this studg vere, indeed, bizarre, according to the 
given age groups. Children in the pilot studlJ vere seen i ndividuall IJ and asked to 
identiflJ each of the tYo items in a set of 29 different stimulus pictures. Labeling 
alloved the Experimenter to substitute adult identifications vith children·s ovn 
Yords and identifications. for example, the vord •yo man· vas replaced blJ the 
Yord ·1ad1J. as a result of the children's identifications. In addition, children 
vere asked to identiflJ each of the 29 mixed-list stimulus pictures as 
either bizarre ( •funn1J·) or nonbizarre ( •nonfunnlJ•). Instructions to these 
children used vords lite ·funnlJ·, ·silllJ., ·crazlJ·, ·veird·, or ·not something 
IJOU vould reall IJ see· in place of the vord ·bizarre.· further, children in the 
pilot stud 1J Ye re s hoy n both t 'J pes of pictures for the same pai red-associates 
after rating the first 29 pictures and vere instructed to choose the funnlj picture 
and the nonfunnlJ picture of the pair {i.e., 29 forced-choice decisions). Those 
bizarre pictures categorized as bizarre blJ over ass of the children vere used in 
this experiment {see Appendix 11). Si milarl IJ, nonbizarre pictures meeting this 
ass criterion vere included. from the 29 pilot pictures, 20 pictures vere 

found to meet this ass criterion and vere incorporated as stimulus pictures in 
the main studlJ. These 20 pictures vere also successfull IJ identified during the 
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Figure 1. Sample stimulus picture depicting a bizarre and nonbizarre interaction 
for the paired-associate bOIJ/kite. 
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forced-choice part of the studlJ (described belo'w') blJ 95~ of the children studied. 
Procedure 

Children in the main studlJ 'w'ere tested i ndividuall IJ. ThelJ 'w'ere told at the 
beginning of the snsion that thelJ 'w'ould be shovn a ·bunch of pictures· and that 
their job 'w'ould be to remember that •the t'w'o things in the picture belong in the 
same picture.· Subjects 'w'ere asked to repeat these initial instructions to 
insure that thelJ understood the task at hand. Next, an expectanclJ question 'w'as 
asked to indicate each child's attitude to'w'ard his or her memorlJ capabilities. The 
rationale for including this section 'w'as si mpl IJ that of interest to the 
Experimenter, particularlJ si nee research in the area of strateglJ usage has sho'w'n 
that attitudes to'w'ard memorlJ tasks and strategies can influence performance 
(Paris, Ne'w'man and McYelJ, 1982). The idea 'w'as that giving the children more 
chances to express their ideas about the stud1J 'w'ould perhaps develop further 
h1Jpotheses 'w'hether or not predicted results 'w'ere obtained. The question 
incorporated at this point 'w'as ·Ho'w' good do gou think gou're going to be at plagi ng 
this game? Yerg Good, Kind of Good, or Not Yerg Goodr A practice period 'w'as 
provided for each subject prior to the main encoding and testing task. Again, this 
period 'w'as incorporated to mate sure that the subjects understood the task. T'w'o 
pictures, one identified as bizarre in the pilot studlJ and one as nonbizarre, 'w'ere 
used in this practice task. for each picture sho'w'n, 'w'hether sample picture or 
stimulus picture, the Experimenter identified the nouns and the children 'w'ere 
instructed to repeat these identifications 'w'hile pointing to each paired-associate. 
Sgnongms 'w'ere not allo'w'ed at this point and mi states 'w'ere corrected until the 
child correctl 'J named the pair. Each stimulus picture 'w'as sho'w'n i ndividuall IJ 

for a 15 second period. 
The retrieval instructions described belo'w' 'w'ere given for each 

paired-associate. Recall testing occurred i mmediatel 1J after the encoding per1od. 
Each subject 'w'as given a maxi mum of 15 seconds to recall the target stimulus. 
Each noun served as either the target stimulus and noun to be identified or as the 
noun 'w'hich the Experimenter provided according to random assignment. The 
order for testing retrieval replicated the presentation order for each subject. 
This counterbalanced order 'w'H replicated across the t'w'o grades. No visual cues 
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vere emploged during the testing period. 
The test instructions varied for each group and vere given during the 

practice and main tasks. These instructions vill be explained in the folloving 
section in detaH. After the instructions vere given during the practice tast, the 
chHd vas tested i mmediatel 1J for memorg for the practice paired-associate. 
Children vere asked to identifg the counterpart of one noun of each of the tvo 
practice pei red-associates and told that the tast vould involve and identical 
testi ng procedure. 

Encoding Instructions. Three tgpes of encoding (Le., learning) 
instructions vere implemented: funng, Nonfunng and Control. for the funng (f) 
groups (Le., Groups 1 and 2, see Table 1), the instructions vere ·The best YllJ to 
remember that the tvo things are in the same picture is to remember that theg 
are doing so met hi ng funng together.· The learning instructions for the Nonfunng 
(NF) group (i.e., Groups 3 and 4, see Table 1) vere ·The best veg to remember 
that the tvo things are in the same picture is to remember that theg are doing 
so met hi ng together.· The encoding instructions for the Control (C) group (Group 
5, see Table 1) vere ·The best YalJ to remember that the tvo things are in 
the same picture is to trv reall g hard tore member them.· These 
instructions vere recited first during the practice paired-associate test. Next, 
theg vere repeated prior to the encoding period and after the practice pairs vere 
shovn. Fi nall g, thev vere given after everg third paired-associate pair of the 
20 test pairs vas shovn to the subject during the encoding period. Because these 
instructions vere long and mundane (as discovered in the pHot stud1J), the 
instructions vere shortened to include: 1) funny groups: ·remember the --
and the __ are doing so met hi ng funn'J together,· 2) Nonfunnn'J groups: 
·remember the __ and the __ are doing something together,· and 3) Control 
group: •trg hard to remember the __ and the ___ • These condensed 

instructions vere given for each paired-associate. The noncondensed (above) 
instructions vere given after everg third paired-associate vas shovn. 

Retrieval Instructions. The retrieval instructions paralled those 
instructions given du ri ng e ncodi ng. He re hoveve r, cont ro 1 measures ve re 
implemented so that future anal Qses could indicate vhether the tgpe of retrieval 
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instruction vas ·Thi nt bact to the picture gou sav of the --· Trg reall IJ hard 
to remember vhat vent vith --· • These instructions vere given for each 
instructions or the t1Jpe of picture facilitated recall for the paired-associates. 
For instance. for the F groups (Groups 1 and 2, see Table 1), one group received 
elaborated instructions during retrieval vhile the second group received 
control instructions (Groups 1 and 2, respectivelg). The elaborated retrieval 
instructions for this f group vas ·Thint bact to the picture IJOU sav of the --
doing so met hi ng funnlj. What vent vi th __ ?. The control, nonelaborated 
paired-associate questioned at retrieval ti me. Si milarl IJ. for the tvo NF groups 
(i.e., Groups 3 and 4, see Table 1), one group served as the control vhile the 
second received elaborated retrieval instructions (Groups 4 and 3, respectivel IJ). 

The elaborated instructions for Group 3 vere ·Thi nt bact to the picture IJOU sav 
of the __ doing something. What Yent Yith __ r The control 
instructions for Group 4 Yere ·Thint bact to the picture IJOU say of the --· 
Try reall IJ hard to remember Yhat Yent Yi th --· • Fi nall g, the control group 
(i.e., Group 5, see Table 1) vas told to ·Thint bact to the picture IJOU saY of the 

TrlJ reall IJ hard to remember Yhat yent Yith __ ., at retrieval. 
Comparisons of the number of bizarre and nonbizarre pictures remembered for 
this group Yould tap anlJ differences in memorlJ for picture-t1Jpe. 

O nee the cued rec a 11 tas t YH comp 1 eted, a brief i nte rvi eY assessed 
Yhether children had thought anljthing Yas funnlJ or bizarre about each of the 
pai red-associates. Each pai r YH s hoy n to the chi 1 d re n agai n, and subjects Ye re 
instructed to put the picture in either a ·funn'J· or a ·nonfunn~,- pile. The piles 
Ye re identified blJ smiling and nonsmili ng (i.e., neutral) faces. When the 
children"s identification disagreed Yith the Experimenter"s classification of the 
picture. the children Ye re asted i mmediatel 1J to explain their reasons for 
identif1Ji ng the picture as such. When the child had no specific reason for placing 
a picture in the incorrect plle, the Experimenter explained the interaction and 
the content of the picture. for example, if the child said that the picture of a cat 
sitting on a chair Yas funng, the Experimenter suggested that, perhaps, cab could 
sit on chairs. The intervieY Yas included so that results could be compared 
Yith results of the pilot studg. 
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The Experimenter then asked the subjects to indicate the method theg 
emploged in trgi ng to remember the pictures. Theg ye re asted ·what YH the 
best yag I told gou to remember the things in the picture?· This question 
assessed Yhether children remembered the encoding instructions, or devised their 
oYn method of learning. 

After ansYeri ng all paired-associate match questions, children ye re 
asted to rate their success or failure of remembering pictures and rate hoy Yell 
theg plaged the game. AnsYers to these three questions included a multiple choice 
of either ·verg good, ti nd of good or not verg good.· 

Finallg, an attribution question Yas asted to determine Yhether 
children attributed successes or failures to themselves or the Experimenter. The 
older the children, the more 1i tel g theg yould attribute their successes to the 
Experimenter si mpl g because theg Ye re aYare that the Experimenter Yas 
providing strategies Yith Yhich to learn the paired-associate. Dix and 
Herzberger ( 1983) have shoYn that children's attributions of success and failure 
become more accurate Yith development. 



Results 
Strict and lenient critera Yere established Yhen scoring the subjects' 

ansYers. To meet the strict criterion, ansyers had to match the Experimenter's 
identifications exactl IJ. for example, the Yo rd ·man· Yas not considered a 
correct substitute for ·bolJ· to meet the strict criterion. With the lenient 
criterion ·man· Yould be an acceptable substitute for ·bolJ· or for ·1ndian·, etc. 
Onl 1J the data for the strict criterion Yill be reported because there Ye re 
no significant differences betYeen the tYo criteria. 

TYo judges scored each protocol and there ye re no disagreements in 
scoring. Each child received 2 scores, each score ranging from 0 to 10. One 
score indicated the number of bizarre pictures remembered correctl 1J and the 
second score represented the correct number of nonbizarre pictures 
remembered. A 5 (Instructional Group) x 2 (Tgpe of Picture) x 2 (Grade) x 2 

(Sex) A NOYA Yas conducted on these scores and revealed significant main effects 
of Grade, [ (1, 100) = 5.77, '- < .05; Instructional Group, f (4, 100) = 2.74, '-
< .05; Picture, f ( 1, 100) = 6.83, '- < .01 and Sex, f ( 1, 100) = 6.83, '- < .01 
as Yell as 3 significant interactions: Grade x Sex x Picture, Group x Sex x 
Picture and Grade x Group x Sex. There Yere developmental increases in the 
number of correct responses, Yith tindergartners performing better than 
preschoolers in BOS of the groups (see Table 2). The nonbizarre pictures 
Yere remembered more often than the bizarre pictures and pictures Yere 
remembered better blJ the males than bg females 82.5S of the time. The mean 
number of pictures remembered are presented in Table 2 according to grade, t1Jpe 
of picture and tgpe of group and sex (see Table 2). 

The mei n enel IJSes conducted here vere designed to ensver the follovi ng 
questions: 1) Yould the mnemonic retrieval instructions produce cued- recall 
superior to funn1J/nonfunn1J control groups, 2) Yould the funnlj/nonfunng 
instructions at encoding produce cued-recall superior to that of the encoding 
control instructions, 3) Yas picture-t1Jpe important Yithout instructional 
retrieval prompts and 4) Yas there a developmental transition betYeen 
preschool and ti ndergarten from having production deficiencies to spontaneous 
use of memorg strategies. A 5 (Tgpe of instruction: funng- retrieval versus 
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funntj-control versus nonfunntj- retrieval versus nonfunntj-control versus 
control) x 2 (Type of Picture: bizarre interactive versus nonbizarre 
interactive) x 2 (Sex: male versus female) x 2 (Grade: preschool versus 
kindergarten) factorial design Yas employed Yith the dependent variable being 
correct number of paired-associates recalled. The data analyzed Yill be 
discussed in terms of reliable interactions Yi th main effects and anal gses of 
intervieY responses. The alpha level Yas .05 for all statistics. 

Children Yere instructed to remember as man'J of the paired-associates 
as possi b 1 e. A test for ho moge neit y of i nde pendent variances s hoYed no 
significant differences betYeen preschool and kindergarten performance at the 
.05 level of significance ([=1.13 (1. 59). p>.05). Thus. no floor or ceiling 
effects Yere present. 

No 2-Yay interactions yere found to be significant Yith the 
5(1nstructional Group) x 2(Picture) x 2(Sex) x 2(Grade) ANOYA. Instead. 
three 3-Yay interactions Yere found to be significant (P.. < .05) and included : 1) 
Grade x Sex x Picture ([ ( 1. 100) = 2.69. P.. < .05). 2) Group x Sex x Picture ([ 
( 1. 100) = 2.23. P.. < .05) and 3) Grade x Group x Sex ([ ( 1. 100) = 1.80. P.. < 

.05). Tables 3. 4. and 5 include the percentages of correctly remembered 
pictures for these i nte racti o ns. respective 1 'J. Si mp 1 e Effects tests Ye re 
conducted on each sex category separately for the above 3-yay interactions to 
delineate significant comparisons across the variables. 

Simple Effects tests. again. shoYed main effects of sex and pictures 
(i.e .• males performed better than females and nonbizarre pictures Yere recalled 
more often than bizarre pictures). In addition. simple effects tests shoYed that. 
overall. kindergarten females performed significantly better than preschool 
females ([ ( 1. 1 00) = 6.81. P.. < .01). Ki ndergartners. as a group. remembered 
nonfunng pictures significantly better than did preschoolers ([ ( 1. 100) = 

6.07. P.. < .01). 

As mentioned. males performed significantly better than did females. 
In addition, preschool males performed significantl'J better than preschool 
females regardless of Yhether the picture Yas bizarre ([ ( 1, 100) = 4.45, P.. 

<.05) or nonbizarre ([ ( 1. 100) = 3. 92, P.. < .05). With the bizarre pictures, 
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Table 2 
Mean score. per group. grade and sex, out of 1 0 

PRESCHOOL 
Male female 

BIZ NBIZ BIZ NBIZ 
PIC PIC PIC PIC x 

1 funny-Retrieval 7.0 7.5 6.5 7.2 7.0 

2 funny-Control 7.8 7.8 6.7 6.5 7.2 

GROUP 3 Nonfunny-Retrieval 6.7 7.0 5.2 5.3 6.0 

4 Nonfunny-Control 7.5 7.8 4.5 6.3 6.5 

5 Control 5.8 6.0 6.3 6.5 6.2 

x 7.0 7.2 5.8 6.4 

Kl NDERGARTEN 

Male female 

BIZ NBIZ BIZ NBIZ 
PIC PIC PIC PIC x 

1 funny-Retrieval 5.2 7.7 7.8 7.5 7.0 

2 funny-Control 8.5 8.3 6.0 6.7 7.4 

GROUP 3 Nonfunny-Retrieval 6.2 7.2 6.5 7.2 6.8 

4 Nonfunny-Control 8.3 8.0 6.5 9.0 8.0 

5 Control 6.2 7.3 6.3 7.0 6.7 

x 6.9 7.7 6.6 7.5 
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Table 3 
Percentages of picture:. correct for the 

Grade x Sex x Picture Interaction 

SEX 

Males 

BIZ NBIZ BIZ 
PIC PIC PIC 

females 

69.0 72.3 58.0 

Kindergarten 68.7 76.3 66.7 

NBIZ 
PIC 

64.0 

73.7 
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Table 4 

Percentages of Picture Remembered Correctly for the 

Group x Sex x Picture Interaction 

SEX 

Males females 

BIZ NBIZ BIZ NBIZ 
PIC PIC PIC PIC 

1 funny-Retrieval 60.8 75.8 71.7 73.3 

2 funny-Control 80.8 80.8 63.3 65.8 

GROUP 3 Nonfunnv- Retrieval 64.2 70.8 58.3 62.5 

4 Nonfunny-Control 79.2 79.2 55.0 76.7 

5 Control 60.0 66.7 63.3 67.5 
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Table 5 

Percentages of Pictures Remembered Correctly for the 

Grade x Group x Sex Interaction 

GRADE 

Preschool Kindergarten 

Male female Male female 

funny-Retrieval 72.5 68.3 63.3 77.5 

2 funny-Control 78.3 65.8 83.3 63.3 

3 Nonfunny-Retrieval 67.5 52.5 66.7 68.3 

4 Nonfunny-Control 75.8 55.0 81.7 77.5 

5 Control 59.2 63.3 67.5 66.7 
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ti ndergarten females performed best given retrieval instructions ([ ( 4, 100) = 
3.23, '- < .05) vhereas kindergarten males remembered the bizarre pictures 
best given control rather than retrieval instructions ([ (4, 100) = 3.14, '- < 

.05). 
A 2(1nstructions: encoding plus retrieval versus encoding plus 

control) x 2(Picture: bizarre versus nonbizarre) x 2(Sex: male versus female) 
x 2(Grade: preschool versus ti ndergarten) A NOVA vas conducted to investigate 
anq picture by instructions interactions. One A NOVA vas conducted betveen 
grades vhile tvo separate ANOVAs vere conducted vithin each grade. Significant 
interactions vith each ANOVA included Sex x Instruction, Picture x Sex x 
Instruction and Picture x Grade x Sex x Instruction. The picture x instruction 
interaction vas not reliable. Reliable main effects vere found vith each ANOVA 
for sex and picture, but not for grade or retrieval instruction. Table 6, 7, and 8 
list the means of correctly- remembered pictures for the Sex x Instruction, 
Picture x Sex x Instruction and Picture x Grade x Sex x Instruction interactions, 
respective I y. 

Si mp le effects tests for the above 3 reliable interactions shoved that 
males remembered pictures best given retrieval control instructions vhereas 
females remembered the pictures best given elaborative retrieval instructions 
(see Table 6). In addition, the males remembered bizarre pictures best given 
retrieval control instructions vhile the females remembered bizarre pictures 
best given elaborative retrieval instructions (see Table 7). Finally, Table 8 
s ho vs, agai n, that ma 1 es performed best given ret ri eva 1 cont ro 1 i nst ructions 
vherees the females given these instructions performed best 9iven the nonbizarre 
pictures. Preschoolers remembered nonbizarre pictures better than bizarre 
pictures vith either type of instruction. Kindergartner males, hovever, 
remembered nonbizarre pictures better than bizarre pictures given elaborative 
retrieval instructions and ti ndergartner females remembered nonbizarre 
pictures best given retrieval control instructions. 

Anal gses conducted for each grade shoved a main effect for picture for 
both preschoolers ([ ( 1,40) = 4.15, '- < .05) and tindergartners ([ ( 1,40) = 
5. 72, '- < .05) vith nonbizarre pictures remembered better than bizarre 
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Table 6 

Means for the Interaction of Sex x Retrieval Instructions 

Male 

female 

RETRIEVAL INSTRUCTION 

Elaborative 
Retrieval 

6.8 

6.7 

Control 

7.6 

6.5 
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Table 7 

Means for the Interaction of Picture x Sex x Retrieval Instruction 

MALES 

Bizarre 
PICTURE 

Non bizarre 

FEMALES 

Bizarre 
PICTURE 

Non bizarre 

RETRIEVAL INSTRUCTION 

Elaborative 
Retrieval 

6.2 

7.3 

Control 

8.0 

8.0 

RETRIEVAL INSTRUCTION 

Elaborative 
Retrieval 

6.7 

6.8 

Control 

5.8 

7.2 
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Table 8 

Means for the Interaction Picture x Grade x Sex x Retrieval Instruction 

PRESCHOOLERS 

MALES FEMALES 

RETRI EYAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Elaborative Elaborative 
Retrieval Control Retrieval Control 

Bizarre 6.8 7.6 5.8 5.6 
PICTURE 

Nonbizarre 7.3 7.8 6.2 6.5 

KI NDERGARTNERS 

MALES FEMALES 

RETRI EYAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Elaborative Elaborative 
Retrieval Control Retrieval Control 

Bizarre 5.6 8.4 7.6 6.0 
PICTURE 

Nonbizarre 7.3 8.1 7.4 7.8 
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pictures. In addition, preschool males remembered pictures significantlg better 
than did preschool females ([ ( 1, 40) = 8.01, '- < .05). 

for lcindergartners, 2 additional interactions vere reliable: sex x 
retrieval instruction ([ ( 1. 40) = 8. 74. It < .05) and picture x sex x retrieval 
instruction ([ ( 1, 40) = 11.23, '- < .05). Simple effects tests for these these 
reliable interactions found that lcindergartner males performed best given control 
retrieval instructions ([ ( 1, 10) = 10.39, '- < .05) Yhereas lcindergartner 
females remembered best given elaborative retrieval instructions ([ ( 1, 40) = 

4.72, '- < .05). When given funng encoding instructions, males remembered best 
given retrieval control instructions ([ ( 1, 40) = 6. 79, '- < .05) and females 
remembered best given retrieval instructions ([ ( 1, 40) = 4. 72, '- < .05). With 
bizarre pictures, lcindergartner males ([ ( 1, 40) = 5.46, p_ < .05) remembered 
best given retrieval instructions over control instructions and lei ndergartner 
females remembered bizarre pictures best given control instructions ([ ( 1, 40) 
= 5.77, '- < .05). 

Of the 20 stimulus pictures, 2 pictures Yere remembered significantlg 
better bg males Yhereas 1 picture Yas remembered better bg the females. 
Chi-square tests on the frequencies for each picture pair revealed that the tYo 
picture-pairs remembered better by males included the duck/Yater (X2 ( 1, 
120) = 4. 73, '- < .05) and the train/mountain (X2 ( 1, 120) = 8.69, '- < .05) 
pictures. The lady/box picture vas remembered best by the females (x2 ( 1, 
120) = 4. 73, '- < .05. Given that 20 chi-square tests Ye re conducted at the 
conventional P.. level of .05, one Yould expect 1 test to be significant bg chance 
alone. Thus, the impact of the 3 reliable chi-square tests is limited. 
I ntervieY Questions 

The i ntervieY questions shoYed mang developmental changes, some of 
Yhich proved to be reliable according to chi-square tests. The first question Yas 
asked i mmediatel 'J after instructing subjects about the task. This question 
tapped Yhat the subjects' expected of the taslc. Si mpl 'J, subjects Ye re to 
ansYer that theg Yould be seeing pictures and Yould have to remember the 
pictures. Table 9 shoYs the percentage of subjects Yho ansYered this question 
correctly. Prompting included asking the subject the question a second time, or 
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sa qi ng ·what 'w'i 11 I be s ho'w'i ng go u today r P resc hoo 1 e rs tended to need the 
prompting more than ti ndergartners. especially because they often did not 
understand 'w'hat the 'w'Ord ·remember· meant (X2 ( 1, 1) = 33.85, P..<.001 ). All 
children, ho'w'ever. did repeat the task instructions prior to participating in the 
main test. 

Expectancy performance questions 'w'ere asked to assess subjects' 
conceptions about their memory. Before the pictures 'w'ere sho'w'n, subjects 'w'ere 
asked to state ho'w' 'w'ell they 'w'ould perform the task. (Ans'w'ers: Very good, kind 
of good or not verg good). Then, immediately after the recall task, they 'w'ere 
asked ho'w' 'w'ell they thought they remembered the pictures given the same 
alternative ans'w'ers. finally, upon conclusion of the entire task, subjects 'w'ere 
asked to rate ho'w' 'w'ell theg played the game. given the same alternative ans'w'ers. 
Table 10 sho'w's the percentage of subjects 'w'ho ans'w'ered the 3 questions 'w'ith 
not very good, kind of good and very good. Question 1 is considered the base rate 
from 'w'hich comparisons for Questions 2 and 3 'w'ere made. No significant 
developmental differences 'w'ere observed in these expectancies for any of the 
three questions. Tables 11 and 12 reveal the patterns of subjects' expectations 
bet'w'een the first and second question as 'w'ell as bet'w'een the first and third 
question, respectively. Assessments 'w'ere made 'w'ith regard to the direction of the 
subjects' conceptions over the course of the task. for example, subjects 'w'ere 
assessed as to 'w'hether or not they had a more positive attitude after remembering 
the picture as compared to their attitude at task onset. Chi-square tests revealed 
no significant relationships bet'w'een grade and the direction of self-conceptions 
cx2 (1,2) = 4.18, P.. > .05 and x2 (1,2) = 1.18, P.. > .05). Tables 11 and 12 
reveal that most subjects tended to provide the same ans'w'er across the questions. 
In addition, 90S of the children estimated their abilities as being verg good or 
ti nd of good. 

Conceptions about subjects' successes or failures 'w'ere assessed in an 
attribution question. Children 'w'ere to attribute their successes or failures on 
the memorv task to either themselves and their o'w'n memorv abilitv or the 
Experimenter and have suggestions concerning the ·best 'w'alJ to remember.· Table 
13 sho'w's that, in both grades, children reported their successes as being a 
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Table 9 

Percentage of Subjects Who Understood the 

Task Either Immediately or After One Prompt 

Preschool 

Kindergarten 

Prompts Needed to 
Understand Task 

No 
Prompts 

18.3 

58.3 

x2 (1, 1) = 33.85, P.. < .001 

One 
Prompt 

81.7 

41.7 
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Table 10 

Percentage of Subjects Who AnsYered ExpectanclJ 

Questions Yi th Not Verg Good, Kind of Good and 

Verg Good Across the Three Questions 

Question 1 
Not Yerg Kind of Yerg 

Good Good Good 

Preschool 12.0 28.0 60.0 

Kindergarten 3.3 18.3 78.3 

Question 2 
Not Ver11 Kind of Ver11 

Good Good Good 

Preschool 6.7 26.7 66.7 

Kindergarten 1.7 23.3 75.0 

Question 3 
Not Yerg Kind of Verg 

Good Good Good 

Preschool 8.3 23.3 68.3 

Kindergarten 1.7 13.3 85.0 

X 2 ( 1 , 2) = 5 . 3, P.. > • 0 5, n .s. 
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Table 11 

Comparisons of Expectancy Question 'W'itb Self-Performance 

Question Presented I mmediatel '-' After Recall. 

Percentages of Attitude Changes in Specific Directions. 

Preschool 

Kindergarten 

DIRECTION Of ATTITUDE CHANGE 

Ho 
Change 

80.0 

73.3 

Attitude 
Improved 

(More Positive) 

15.0 

13.3 

Attitude 
Lessened 

( Mo re Negative) 

5.0 

13.3 

x2 ( 1, 2) = 4.18, P- > .05, n.s. 
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Table 12 

Comparisons of the Expectancy Question Yith the 

Performance Question Given at the End of the Entire last. 

Percentage of Attitude Changes in Specific Directions. 

Preschool 

Kindergarten 

DIRECTION Of ATTITUDE CHANGE 

No 
Change 

70.0 

76.7 

Attitude 
Improved 

(More Positive) 

20.0 

15.0 

Attitude 
Lessened 

(More Negative) 

10.0 

8.3 

x2 ( 1, 2) = 1.18, P. > .05, n.s. 
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function of their oYn capabilities. As children develop, though, thelJ become less 
egocentric and tend to attribute their successes and/or failures to the 
Experimenter and not to themselves. In this table (see Table 13), hoYever, the 
developmental difference in attributions Yas not significant at the .05 level (X2 

( 1 , 1) = 2. 3 1 , n .s.) . 

In the final question, children yere asked to remember the instructions 
given to them at the beginning of the task, that is, •to remember Yhat the best 
Ya'J to remember the things in the picture Yas.· Table 14 shoYs the percentage 
of children Yho remembered the strateC)'J either 1) spontaneousl 1J (i.e., zero 
prompts), 2) given 1 prompt, 3) given 2 prompts or 4) did not remember the 
strateg'J. Thi rtlj- percent of the ti ndergartners spontaneousl 1J remembered the 
instructions, regardless of the encoding group to Yhich the'J Yere assigned. 
Onl'J 3.3S of the preschoolers remembered these instructions spontaneousllJ. 
Rather, 75S of the preschoolers did not remember the instructions at all age (X2 
(1,3) = 20, P.. < .05). 

finall'J, Yhen asked to sort the pictures into funn'J and nonfunn'J piles, 
ti ndergartners sorted more accuratel 1J than preschoolers under both the lenient 
and the strict criteria. The strict criterion required sorting Yithout prompts 
Yhereas the lenient criterion included correct ansYers after Experimenter 
prompts Yere given. The! ( 1, 238) = 6.58, P.. < .05 for the strict criterion data 
and ! ( 1, 238) = 2.15 for the lenient-criterion scores. Tables 15 and 16 chart 
the percentages of correct sorts for the age groups using strict and lenient 
c rite ri a, respective l IJ. Be ca use the differences i n so rti ng Ye re si g ni fi cant under 
the strict criterion, a 2-YalJ ANOYA Yas performed, using the strict, rather than 
lenient criterion data. Table 17 shoYs a significant [value for age, Yith t1:1pe of 
picture having no effect on sorting. Furthermore, there yas also an age 
difference in sorting Yhen the lenient criteria Yas adopted, though the magnitude 
of the effect yas smaller than Yi th the strict criterion scores (see Table 16). 
Thus, Yith additional prompting, preschoolers sorted better than Yith no 
prompting, but not nearl IJ as Yell as the ti ndergartners Yho did not need anlJ 
prompting. 

In the next section, the results Yill be discussed in terms of previous 
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Table 13 

Percentages of Subjects Who Attributed Their Success or 

fa11 ure of Remembering on Themselves or on the 

Experimenter. 

Preschool 

Kindergarten 

Self 

73.3 

63.3 

ATTRIBUTION TO: 

Experimenter 

26.7 

36.7 

x2 (1 1 2) = 2.311 P-> .051 n.s 
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Table 14 

Percentage of Subjects Who Remembered the ·oest Way to 

Remember the Pictures· Instruction at Retrieval Time -

Given Zero. One, or Tyo Prompts or Not KnoYing At A11. 

PERCENTAGE CORRECT FOR 
EACH PROMPT CONDITION 

Zero One TYO No 
Prompt Prompt Prompt AnsYer 

Preschool 3.3 11.7 10.0 75.0 

GRADE 

Kindergarten 30.0 33.3 3.3 33.3 

x2 < 1. 3) = 20. P- < .o5 
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Table 15 

Percentage of Pictures Correctl !I Sorted, by Preschoolers 

and Ki ndergartners .. Using the Strict Criterion 

Bizarre 

75.5 

Kindergarten 89.7 

PICTURES 

Nonbizarre 

73.0 

90.3 

! = 6.58, significant at .05 level 
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Table 16 

Percentage of Pictures Correctly Sorted, by Preschoolers 

and Ki ndergartners, Using the lenient Criterion 

Preschool 

Kindergarten 

Bizarre 

93.8 

97.8 

PICTURES 

Nonbizarre 

91.7 

95.8 

! = 2.15, significant at .05 level 
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Picture 
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Table 17 

ANOVA on Tvo Factors: Tgpe of Picture end Age When 

Sorting Using the Strict Criterion 

SS df ms [ 

1001.1 239 4.2 1.16 

.5 .5 .14 

148.9 1 148.9 41.36 

Picture x Age 1.5 1 1.5 1.50 

Error 850.3 236 3.6 1.00 

P-

n.s. 

n.s. 

<.001 

n.s. 

n.s. 
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research and developmental 1 mpllcatfons of these results v111 be presented. 



Discussion 
This study vas designed to ansver four questions: 1) vhat effects on 

cued-recall did retrieval instructions have; 2) vould elaborative encoding 
instructions enhance memory as compared to control instructions; 3) vas 
picture-type important to cued- recall and 4) vas there evidence for a transition 
betveen preschool end ki ndergerten from hevi ng production deficienciH to 
spontaneous use of strategies? This section vill reviev the results and discuss 
them in terms of the above questions vhile comparing these results vith the 
Pressley and Macfadtjen ( 1983) findings. 
Main Effects 

Pictures. for both grades, nonbizarre pictures vere remembered 
better than bizarre pictures. Bizarre pictures vere htjpothesized, at the onset 
of this study, to be remembered better because the'J vould be out of the ordinary 
and stand out. Because Webber and Marshall ( 1978) had found that pictorial 
nouns interacting bizarrel 'J enhanced memor'J for those nouns, given no verbal 
elaboration, it vas htjpothesized that verbal instructional elaboration could 
only further enhance memor'J for the paired-associates. This stud'J shoved 
that the bizarre pictures vere not remembered better than the nonbizarre 
pictures even using a mixed-list design and elaborative verbal instructions. 
Young children ttJpicall 'J do not see bizarre pairings of common, real-life objects. 
Shoving children these interactions, then, did not fit into their ovn ideas or 
schemes about vhat belongs in the real vorld. In support of this interpretation, 
Schmidt, Schmidt and Tomalis ( 1984) found that younger children lact the 
abilit'J to reorganize schemes quictl 'J. They studied developmental trends in 
terms of children·s abilities to monitor and remember story text as vell as 
integrate sentence themes vith anomalous information. As children develop from 
p resc hoo 1 to second CJ rade, they 1 earn to reo rga ni ze t hei r ov n ideas, or schemes, 
in order for anomalous or out-of-the-ordi nartJ information to fit into these 
schemes. Preschoolers in the Schmidt, Schmidt and Tomalis ( 1984) stud'J vere 
unable to integrate the anomalous information into the stor'J theme and 
disregarded the anomal'J altogether. Kindergartners, hovever, tried to integrate 
the anomal 'J to no avail vi th existing tnovledge and became confused vi th the 
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storg theme. Second graders ye re able to identifg the anomal g, ignore it (si nee 
it obviousl IJ could not be integrated Yith the storg theme logicall g) and continued 
their i nteg rati ve processes Yit h regard to the story the me. These findings a re 
relevant to the present studu in that the preschoolers probablu ignored the 
relationship betYeen instruction end picture. Yherees the ti ndergartners. Yho 
Yere more attuned to the test. probably became confused bg the discrepancies 
betYeen the mixed- list picture design and the instructions. 

Sex. The males consistentlg performed better than the females for both 
age groups. Sex differences in picture-preference. Yherebg 3 separate pairings 
Ye re salient to one of the tyo sexes. did not contribute to the significant sex 
factor. As mentioned previousl g, Yhen the 3 pairings Ye re removed from 
analgsis. the same pattern of results Yere maintained. O"Brien. Huston. & Risleg 
( 1983) found that sex differences can occur according to picture/Yord context. 
Thus. precautions yere taten prior to the pilot studg to develop Yords that yere 
concrete for this age group and familiar to both sexes ( Peivio, Yuille & Madigan, 
1968; Palermo & Jenti ns. 1974; Thorndi te & Lorge. 1944). The pictures used 
in the main study did not gield ang sex differences in memorg during the pilot 
studg. Granted, the pilot study involved onl 1J 10 males and 10 females Yho may 
not have been es sensitive to sex differences es Yere the 30 males end 30 females 
studied in the main test. These salient picture-pairs could verg Yell have been 
significant due to a chance factor due to the large amount of stimulus pictures. 

Males mag have performed better than the females because males 
related better to objects than did females. Nelson ( 1973) reported that the first 
50 Yords a male child utters usuallg center around objects Yherees the first 50 
Yords a female child utters usuallg center around persons. Thus. the males. 
compared to the females. relate better to objects and can label items better. In 
this studg, both the males and the females labeled the pictures Yell. None of the 
children reached the point Yherebg the Experimenter had to provide labels for 
the pei red-associates. HoYever. one could infer that if males relate better to 
objects. in general. then theg mag be more litely to retrieve the objects from 
their memorg. 

Another possibilitg for the significant sex differences. though verg 
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controversial. involves spatial abilitg. Adolescent males perform better than 
females at tasks involving spatial abilities (Samuel. 1983). Whether or not such 
a difference occurs for pre-elementarg school children has not been proved. 
Sherman and Fennema ( 1978) have disputed the fact that such sex differences 
occur for adolescents. If such differences do occur. then one could conclude that 
spatial preference mag have caused the sex differences found in this studg. 

Finallg, the conclusion that these sex differences mag have occurred 
simplg bg chance should be noted. With the large amount of subjects. as Yell as 
the high potential for individual differences Yith this age group. the possibilitg 
is high that these differences mag have occurred simplg blJ chance. 

Instruction x Grade Factor (GrouP..L The importance of each 
instructional group depended upon the child"s age. Kindergartners profited most 
from the nonfunnlj/control instructions. Preschoolers performed best Yith the 
funnlj/control instructions. The tindergartners receiving the nonfunnlj encoding 
instructions probabllJ did best because all pictures. Yhether bizarre or 
nonbizarre. Yere ·doing something together.· With this mixed-list design. not 
all pictures Ye re ·doing so met hi ng funnlj together· and yould not easil 1J match the 
funnlJ instructions. Ki ndergartners had difficultlJ matching the non bizarre 
paired-associates Yi th the funng instructions much lite the ti ndergartners in 
the Schmidt, Schmidt and Tomalis ( 1984) studg Yho had difficultg matching 
anomalous clues Yith convergent clues. Preschoolers. hoYever. considered even 
nonfunng pictures to be funng. When asked to sort the pictures into nonfunng and 
funnlj piles. preschoolers put nonfunng pictures into funnlj piles 17~ more often 
than did ti ndergartners (see Table 15). Because preschoolers tended to treat 
nonfunng pictures as funnlJ. the funnlj instructions benefited recall. 
P resc boo 1 e rs Ye re often detail - oriented and co nsi de red one di me nsio n of the 
picture to categorize that picture as funng. For example. if a person Yas 
smiling. the picture Yas funnlj. Si milarl IJ. Yhen a man reading a boot Yas funng, 
it Yas funnlJ because the man Yas reading a funnlj boot. 

Younger children. too. Yere often confused blJ the nonfunng 
instructions. These children often replied that tYo things ·doing so met hi ng 
together· needed to talk to one another. Obviouslg. a box does not talk to a ladg 
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holding it and vise versa. Consequentlg, it Yas funng for a ladg to be ·doing 
so met hi ng to get her· Yit h a box be ca use boxes can •t ta It. Agai n. the fun n 'J 
instructions benefited these preschoolers because it Yould be funng to them to see 
a box tal ting to a ladg. 

The fact that the control retrieval instructional groups performed Yell 
does not rule out the importance of retrieval instructions. In this study, all 
groups Ye re referred back to the P.icture theg had seen. It is important to note 
that Pressleg and Mac fad yen ( 1983) found a difference in memory Yhen 
com pa ri ng CJ ro ups refer red bac t to the YO rds Yit h CJ ro ups refer red back to the 
picture. All groups. despite encoding or retrieval instructional differences Yere 
referred back to the picture shoYn in the current study. Hence. simple reference 
to the picture mag have been enough to facilitate memorlj of the 
paired-associates. In Press leg and Mac fad gen ( 1983). those preschool-control 
children referred back to the Yords heard remembered 38S of the pictures. This 
studg"s control preschoolers referred back to the picture remembered 62S of the 
paired-associates. All other picture- reference groups in the PresslelJ and 
Macfadgen ( 1983) studlJ performed comparabllJ to this studg"s groups. Hence. 
the comparisons found to be significant for PresslelJ and MacfadlJen ( 1983) Yere 
probabl g significant because of the loy correct- response for the 
preschool-control group. Because this studg"s preschool-control group·s 
responses surpassed those of PresslelJ and Macfadljen ( 1983). it is not unusual 
to have attained nonsignificant developmental findings. 

Grade. Ki ndergartners performed better than did preschoolers 
probabl 1J because the ki ndergartners understood the task better. Sixteen-percent 
more kindergartners than preschoolers tneY the difference betYeen the tYo t1Jpes 
of pictures as evidenced blJ their sorting abilities. Also, Yhen asked to state 
Yhat the task at hand involved. ki ndergartners Ye re more 1i tel 1J to repeat the 
Experi menter·s instructions than preschoolers (see Table 13). After the testing 
period, 67S of the tindergartners. and onlg 25S of the preschoolers still 
remembered the best memorg strategies told to them bg the Experimenter (see 
Table 13). 
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I nte racti o ns 
The three interactions found to be significant given the 5(Group) x 

2( Picture) x 2(Sex) x 2(Grade) design all had the common variable of sex as a 
contributing significant factor. Si mp le effects tests shoyed consistentl 1J that the 
males performed better than did the females. This significance could verg Yell 
have contributed to each of the 3-YalJ interactions. 

In addition, simple effects tests demonstrated that the male and female 
tindergartners remembered the bizarre pictures better Yith different tgpes of 
retrieval instructions. That is, the males performed best Yith no retrieval 
instructions Yhile the females performed best Yith retrieval instructions. If 
the instructions· absence or presence caused increased memorg for the bizarre 
pictures, then, theg should also have caused an increase for memorg of the 
non bizarre pictures, particularl 1J si nee recall Yas not different betYeen the tyo 
instructional groups. Because the nonbizarre pictures Yere not remembered as 
Yell as the bizarre pictures under the above conditions, it is unlitelg that the 
presence or absence of the retrieval instructions alone caused the increase in 
memorg for the bizarre pictures. Instead, some outside factor, such as attention 
span or outlier statistics could have caused the significance. 

fer the 2(Grade) x 2( Picture) x 2(Sex) x 2( Retrieval Instruction) 
design, the three significant interactions, again, each had sex as a variable. 
Males performed best over the females despite retrieval instructions, in most 
cases. HoYever, Yith bizarre pictures, the females given retrieval instructions 
remembered better than the males given control instructions. Ki ndergartner 
females especiall 1J did better than ti ndergartner males Yhen given elaborative 
retrieval instructions Yhereas the males performed better given retrieval 
control instructions. No difference for tgpe of instruction should have occurred 
for these ti nde rga rt ne rs, de pendent upon sex. The h 1J pot heses for sex differences 
Yi 11 be discussed at a 1 ate r poi nt. 
lnterviey Questions 

for most of the questions, children shoYed developmental differences. 
That is, the older the subjects, the more 1i tel 1J theg ansyered the i ntervieY 
questions correctl 1J and attributed their successes/failures to the Experimenter 
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(although the developmental change in these attributions vas not significant). 
When sorting the pictures into funny and nonfunny piles, the older groups 
correctly sorted on the first trial, vhereas the preschoolers needed added 
prompting and instructions in order to correctly sort. 

In general, the findings indicate that the older the children, the more 
avare they become of task demands and of the potential benefit of learning 
strategies. An additional 30 subjects vere solicited from an older age group 
(i.e., ages 6 years, 9 months to 7 years, 9 months) to determine vhether these 
trends continue to occur vith age. Again, vith these six- and seven- year-olds, 
children vere highly avare of the task, the importance of the instructions, the 
variations in types of pictures and the advantages of recall strategies. Therefore, 
avareness of memory abilities and capacities increases vi th age, especially vhen 
children develop out of the production deficient period to a less egocentric, 
self- reliant period. 



Conclusions and future I mP.lications 
The present studlJ did not replicate the PresslelJ and Macfadljen ( 1983) 

studlJ, as expected. HoYever, in terms of future studlJ in the area of learning 
strategies, much of the results Ye re rel event and are important to future 
research. This studlJ did find that elaborative retrieval instructions are no 
better than simple retrieval instructions referring the subject bact to the 
picture of the paired-associates. Although developmental differences Ye re not 
found Yi th regard to remembering the paired-associates, thelJ Ye re found in the 
i ntervieY questions. 

The i nte rvi eY questions s hoYed that as persons deve 1 op, the 1J be co me 
less egocentric and adapt their learning strategies to that of the tast and the 
Experimenter·s instructions. Given the results found Yith the additional 30 six-
and seven- ljear-olds, it malJ be of value to redo this studlJ to assess Yhether 
older children benefit from elaborative instructions paired Yith matching 
picture-tgpes. In addition, attention should be given to the populations studied 
betYeen comparison groups. for example, this studg relied heavil 1J on 
comparisons made Yith the Pressleg and Macfadgen ( 1983) studg and design. The 
children of this studg surpassed those children studied in the PresslelJ and 
Macfadljen studlJ in that these children remembered more even in the 
control conditions. In retrospect, the tYo subject populations Yere quite 
diverse. PresslelJ and Macf adljen·s population pool came from citlJ daljcare 
centers and public schools located in Canada. This studg"s population yas draYn 
from religiousl 1J-affiliated, private dagcare centers and schools in Virginia. 
lntuitivellJ, these populations are not similar and malj have contributed to the 
discrepant fi ndi ngs betYee n the hio studies. 

furthermore, manlJ factors should be considered Yhen selecting the 
stimuli for continuation studies. for example, defining the term ·bizarre· more 
concretellJ Yould be advantageous. That is, Yhat the Experimenter vievs as being 
bizarre or funng does not necessarillJ reflect the subjects· notions of Yhat 
bizarre and funnlJ mean. One vag to avoid this problem Yould be to have each 
individual identifg funng items and pictures prior to testing or to have a pilot 
group of subjects select bizarre and nonbizarre stimuli. Either method Yould 
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provide a base rate against Yhich to compare experimental findings. In this 
study, the Experimenter had selected bizarre materials even prior to the pilot 
studlJ and assumed that the children yould understand Yhat Yas funnlj about the 

stimuli. It Ya:rn't until the main study, that preschoolers Yere observed to be 
detail-oriented and noted that even the nonbizarre pictures Yere funnlJ. 

Si nee the beginning of this study, studies conducted bg McDaniel and 
Einstein ( 1986) have continued to demonstrate the positive effect of bizarreness 
in recall Yith mixed-list designs. These effects are consistent Yith the idea that 
bizarreness enhances memory Yhen bizarre materials are used in conj unction 
Yi th common materials. The strength lies in the vieY that bizarre i magerg yould 
be helpful to recall if it Ye re disti net from other encoding stimuli. This vieY is 
consistent Yith the h1Jpotheses generated in this present studlJ. McDaniel and 
Einstein's ( 1986) subjects consisted of college students, and not preschoolers. 
They Ye re not attempting to discover anlJ developmental trends in acquiring 
strategies. The present study, then, mag York for an older age group. 

All in all, this studlJ did support Pressley end Macfadgen's ( 1983) 
idea that retrieval instructions are important. In fact, this study contradicted 
their idea that the effects of bizarreness are determined bg instructional 
manipulation. HoYever, referring subjects back to pictures mag be the onl 'J 
necessary elaboration. In fact, elaborating instructions in a variety of means 
does not necessaril 'J facilitate memory for either bizarre or nonbizarre pictures, 
Yhen another referrent to the picture remembered is given. In support of the 
Wollen, Weber and LoYr'J ( 1973) study, nonbizerre, interactive pictures Ye re 
proven to facilitate memory for paired-associates over bizarre, interactive 
pictures. for future consideration, simpllJ incorporating the referral to picture 
during retrieval ti me could facilitate memory for interactive picture-pairs and 
shoY developmental trends in learning. 
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Pi 1 ot Stud 1J Pai red-Associates 

1. Barn Cov 16. Kite BOIJ 

2. Bed BablJ 17. Logs Mouse 

3. Bell King 18. Man Boot 

4. Branch Bird 19. Nevspaper Dog 

5. Car Bus 20. Pan Egg 

6. Cat Chair 21. Pig Pail 

7. Church Tree 22. Plants Wi ndov 

8. Doll Wagon 23. Rabbit Carrot 

9. Drum Indian 24. Sign Doctor 

10. Duct Water 25. Table Lamp 

11. Flover Nose 26. Train Mountain 

12. Frog Bug 27. TV Elephant 

13. Girl Dress 28. Umbrella Nurse 

14. Horse Apple 29. Woman Box 

15. House Flag 
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Mai n Stud 1J Pai red-Associates 

1. Barn Coy 11. Man Boot 

2. Car Bus 12. NeYs paper Dog 

3. Cat Chair 13. Pan Egg 

4. Church Tree 14. Plants Wi ndoY 

5. Doll Wagon 15. Rabbit Carrot 

6. Drum Wagon 16. Table Lamp 

7. Duct Weter 1 7. Train Mountain 

8. Frog Bug 18. TY Elephant 

9. Girl Dress 19. Umbrella Nurse 

10. Kite BOIJ 20. LadlJ Box 
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